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Abstract

Intratidal variability in stratification, referred to as internal tidal asymmetry, affects the residual sediment flux of an estuary by

altering sediment transport differently during ebb and flood. While earlier studies suggest that flood-dominant mixing increases

the residual landward sediment flux, the role of ebb-dominant mixing remains largely unknown. Based on field data, we

investigate the mechanisms that cause ebb-dominant mixing and its effect on the residual sediment flux in a stratified estuarine

channel. Observations based on two tidal cycles show that the pycnocline remains largely intact during flood. Vertical mixing

during flood is inhibited by a strong fresh water outflow, confining landward transport of suspended sediment to the bottom

layer. During ebb, the pycnocline height decreases until it interacts with the bottom boundary layer, resulting in enhanced

vertical mixing and sediment transport extending further to the surface. Thus, ebb-dominant mixing increases the residual

sediment flux in seaward direction. The long ebb period further contributes to the residual ebb-flux. This is noteworthy since a

long ebb duration, as it corresponds to flood dominance, is often associated with a landward residual sediment flux. Although

our data represent average conditions and may not be representative for high river discharge or storm conditions, we conclude

that asymmetries in vertical mixing considerably affect the residual sediment flux.
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Key Points:8

• Residual sediment transport in a time-dependent salt wedge estuary is governed9

by barotropic and internal tidal asymmetry.10

• Ebb-dominant tidal mixing increases the seaward sediment transport, as sediment11

resuspension extends further to the surface compared to the flood phase.12

• Shear-induced entrainment of sediment-rich marine water further increases the sea-13

ward sediment flux, although the effect of this mechanism is small.14
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Abstract15

Intratidal variability in stratification, referred to as internal tidal asymmetry, affects the16

residual sediment flux of an estuary by altering sediment transport differently during ebb17

and flood. While earlier studies suggest that flood-dominant mixing increases the resid-18

ual landward sediment flux, the role of ebb-dominant mixing remains largely unknown.19

Based on field data, we investigate the mechanisms that cause ebb-dominant mixing and20

its effect on the residual sediment flux in a stratified estuarine channel. Observations based21

on two tidal cycles show that the pycnocline remains largely intact during flood. Ver-22

tical mixing during flood is inhibited by a strong fresh water outflow, confining landward23

transport of suspended sediment to the bottom layer. During ebb, the pycnocline height24

decreases until it interacts with the bottom boundary layer, resulting in enhanced ver-25

tical mixing and sediment transport extending further to the surface. Thus, ebb-dominant26

mixing increases the residual sediment flux in seaward direction. The long ebb period27

further contributes to the residual ebb-flux. This is noteworthy since a long ebb dura-28

tion, as it corresponds to flood dominance, is often associated with a landward residual29

sediment flux. Although our data represent average conditions and may not be repre-30

sentative for high river discharge or storm conditions, we conclude that asymmetries in31

vertical mixing considerably affect the residual sediment flux.32

Plain Language Summary33

Sediment is supplied to estuaries by the upstream river discharge and, depending34

on the tidal properties, by the downstream inflow of seawater. Whether an estuary loses35

or gains sediment through the seaward boundary, depends on several processes. Based36

on field data, here we investigate the effect of mixing between fresh river water and saline37

seawater. Sediment is transported landward during flood (import) and seaward during38

ebb (export). During flood, the water is vertically layered, consisting of a lower layer of39

saline water and a surface layer of fresh water, which are largely decoupled from each40

other. As a result, sediment from the sea is transported by the bottom layer only. Dur-41

ing ebb, the saline and freshwater layers are better mixed and sediment is transported42

by both layers. This results in a larger sediment transport capacity in seaward direction,43

increasing sediment export from the estuary. Another process that increases sediment44

export is the inequality between ebb duration and flood duration. Since the ebb period45

is several hours longer than the flood period, more sediment is allowed to be transported46

seaward.47

1 Introduction48

Estuarine morphodynamics are to a large extent determined by residual sediment49

transport. In tide-dominated deltas, the residual sediment transport largely depends on50

tidal hydrodynamics. As a tidal wave enters an estuary, its shape is deformed by width51

and depth convergence, bottom friction and interaction with the river flow. In many es-52

tuaries, this leads to flood-dominance, i.e. a shorter flood duration but stronger flood53

currents compared to the ebb currents. Flood-dominance is often associated with rel-54

atively shallow estuaries with limited intertidal area (Pugh & Woodworth, 2014). Inter-55

tidal flats tend to reduce flood flow velocity leading to ebb-dominance in estuaries with56

a large intertidal area. As transport of sediment scales non-linearly with flow velocity,57

a small difference between ebb and flood currents can cause a significant difference in58

residual sediment transport (e.g. Dronkers (1986); Wang et al. (2002)).59

The main mechanisms leading to sediment import in estuaries are well-known and60

described by Burchard et al. (2018). The two most important mechanisms contributing61

to a landward sediment flux are gravitational circulation (Burchard et al., 2018; Dyer,62

1995) , where a salinity gradient in longitudinal direction results in a residual landward63

current near the bed, and flood tidal asymmetry (Burchard et al., 2018; Dronkers, 2005;64
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Wang et al., 2002). Other mechanisms such as lateral and topographic trapping are system-65

specific. The main mechanisms associated with sediment export, i.e. seaward residual66

sediment transport, include flushing by river discharge (e.g. Guo et al. (2014); Canestrelli67

et al. (2014)) and ebb-dominance (Guo et al., 2018).68

The prediction of residual sediment transport in estuaries is complicated by the pres-69

ence of density gradients and density stratification. Jay and Musiak (1996) distinguish70

between barotropic tidal asymmetry and internal tidal asymmetry, the former being de-71

fined as an asymmetry in flood and ebb maximum currents and water level duration, and72

the latter as variations in stratification on a sub-tidal timescale. It is argued that for the73

Columbia river, the residual current induced by internal tidal asymmetry is a main driver74

of landward sediment transport. Simpson et al. (1990) describe how the asymmetry in75

vertical mixing is enhanced by tidal straining, and hypothesize that this may contribute76

to a landward flux of salt. Similarly, Scully and Friedrichs (2003) observe a landward resid-77

ual sediment flux in the York River Estuary despite the residual currents being directed78

seaward, and attribute this to vertical mixing being suppressed by a stable pycnocline79

formed during the ebb tide. During flood tide, mixing causes suspended sediment to oc-80

cur higher in the vertical, resulting in a large landward transport capacity during flood-81

ing.82

While descriptions of systems with flood-dominant mixing are abundant in liter-83

ature (Jay & Musiak, 1996; Scully & Friedrichs, 2003, 2007; Stacey et al., 1999), some84

estuaries show an opposite behaviour where the flood flow tends to stabilize stratifica-85

tion and the ebb flow destabilizes the water column. Schijf and Schönfeld (1953) already86

hypothesized that interfacial instability combined with bed friction may corrupt a salt87

wedge during the ebb tide. Geyer and Farmer (1989) observed increased shear instabil-88

ity in the Fraser River Estuary during ebb, leading to a collapse of the salt wedge, and89

Geyer et al. (2008) and Ralston et al. (2010) describe how increased mixing in the bot-90

tom boundary layer is the primary cause for the collapse of the salt wedge during ebb91

in the Merrimack River Estuary. This ebb-dominant mixing is primarily associated with92

highly stratified or salt-wedge estuaries, where a strong freshwater outflow counteracts93

tidal mixing during flood (Geyer & Ralston, 2011).94

The effect of mixing on residual sediment and salt fluxes has been investigated for95

multiple mixed and partially stratified estuaries, such as the Columbia River Estuary96

(Jay & Musiak, 1996), the York River Estuary (Scully & Friedrichs, 2007) and the Navesink97

River Estuary (Chant & Stoner, 2001). Here, we demonstrate the importance of mix-98

ing for the residual sediment transport in an ebb-dominant, highly stratified system. The99

aim of our work is to 1) establish and understand the processes controlling mixing in a100

stratified estuarine channel, and 2) to assess its effect on residual sediment transport.101

Measurements were carried out in the Rotterdam New Waterway, The Netherlands.102

The New Waterway is a 10-km long channel in the Dutch Rhine-Meuse Delta, which fea-103

tures no lateral outflows and harbors. It is a heavily engineered, deep channel, which can104

be characterized as a time-dependent salt-wedge estuary in the framework of Geyer and105

MacCready (2014), under average conditions. de Nijs et al. (2011) describe how the in-106

ternal flow structure in the New Waterway is governed by advection of the salt wedge107

and states that the classical theory of tidal straining cannot explain the temporal vari-108

ations in turbulence. Previous sediment budget studies (Cox et al., 2021; Frings et al.,109

2019) hypothesized a large import of marine mud and sand through the mouth, which110

is attributed to the landward residual current near the bed.111

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the study112

area in more detail, and offers a description of the field measurements and data process-113

ing methods. Chapter 3 presents the most important findings concerning vertical mix-114

ing and sediment transport. Then, Chapter 4 discusses the implications of our findings115

–3–
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Figure 1. Overview of the survey area and its location in the New Waterway. Orange and red

lines indicate the moving-boat measurements. The locations of the Eastern and Western point

measurements are indicated by a star.

for the residual sediment flux, and modeling of sediment transport in stratified systems116

and delta formation. Chapter 5 summarizes the main conclusions.117

2 Materials and methods118

2.1 Study area119

The New Waterway connects the Rhine-Meuse Delta (RMD) to the North Sea (Fig-120

ure 1). The RMD is located in the west of the Netherlands and is fed by the Meuse river121

and by two main branches of the Rhine river, referred to as the Waal and Lek. Water122

is discharged into the North Sea via two deltaic channels: the New Waterway in the north123

and the Haringvliet in the south. Of these channels, the Southern Haringvliet is partly124

closed off since 1970, and its discharge is now controlled by a complex of sluices, which125

greatly affected the water levels (Vellinga et al., 2014), tidal currents and sedimentation126

and erosion in the branches (Huismans et al., 2021). Under average discharge conditions,127

a net discharge of about 220 m3/s reaches the North Sea via the Southern Haringvliet128

branch, while the Northern New Waterway discharges about 1400 m3/s (Cox et al., 2021).129

During periods of low river discharge, the Haringvliet sluices are closed, and all river dis-130

charge leaves the system via the New Waterway. The tidal motion in the New Water-131

way is determined by the tides at Hoek van Holland. The tidal regime is predominantly132

semi-diurnal and flood-dominant. Tidal ranges vary between 2.0 m (spring tide) and 1.2 m133

(neap tide), under average conditions (De Nijs, 2012).134

The New Waterway has been deepened considerably over the past decades (Vellinga135

et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2021), leading to a deep and almost prismatic channel. The New136

Waterway has a depth of approximately 17 m and a width of about 500 m. A strong grav-137

itational circulation has been suggested to drive a large import of both sand and silt (Cox138

et al., 2021). The bed material of the New Waterway mainly consists of fine and medium139

sand, as the channel hydrodynamics are too strong to allow for siltation of finer mate-140

rial. Bed material in the upstream harbour basins, however, contains predominantly fine141

silt and mud. (De Nijs, 2012).142

2.2 Survey set up and hydrodynamic conditions143

Two 13-hour boat surveys were carried out in the channel, about 10 km upstream144

of the estuary mouth. The first survey took place on 8 March 2021 during neap tide. The145
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second survey took place on 15 March 2021 during spring tide. Rhine discharge (mea-146

sured upstream at Lobith station near the German border) varied between 1900 m3 s−1
147

and 2100 m3 s−1 during the week preceding the first survey until the day of the second148

survey, which is close to the average discharge of about 2200 m3s−1. Wind speeds were149

low (5 and 9 m/s, respectively) during the two surveys, corresponding to zero set-up dur-150

ing the first measuring day and an average set-up of 26 cm during the second measur-151

ing day at the estuary mouth (Figure 2). Summarizing, the conditions during the mea-152

surements represent average conditions with limited setup and a near-average river dis-153

charge. Figure 1 provides an overview of the survey location. One vessel, equipped with154

a 600 kHz and a 1200 kHz ADCP collected continuous velocity and backscatter profile155

data over a longitudinal trajectory of 2.8 km. The sailing time of the longitudinal tra-156

jectory amounts approximately 20 minutes. The location of this trajectory was chosen157

such that no lateral effects from side channels or port basins are expected. Additional158

hourly velocity and backscatter profile data were collected along a cross-sectional tra-159

jectory, located at the downstream end of the longitudinal trajectory. Furthermore, two160

measuring locations (EAST and WEST) were defined at both endpoints of the longitu-161

dinal trajectory. The western measuring location coincides with the cross-sectional tra-162

jectory. At both measuring locations, hourly depth casts were carried out collecting ver-163

tical profiles of salinity, turbidity and sediment concentration.164

Each 13-h measurement cycle consists of the following measurements: starting at165

the most downstream measuring location (WEST), a measuring frame equipped with166

a SeaPoint OBS, a CTD-sensor and a LISST-100x is deployed to collect a full depth pro-167

file. Additional water samples are collected at 3 depths using Niskin bottles, to calibrate168

the OBS and ADCP backscatter intensity to SSC. After collecting depth profile data with169

the measurement frame, the cross-section transect was sailed at the western location to170

collect ADCP data. This was followed by the longitudinal trajectory of 2800 m follow-171

ing the channel center line, collecting ADCP data over the full trajectory. Arriving at172

the eastern location, another depth profile is sampled with the measuring frame. Sub-173

sequently, ADCP data were collected again along the longitudinal trajectory and, arriv-174

ing at the western location, the measurement cycle would start over again. Water level175

data were available at a nearby measuring station (”Maassluis”, see figure 1) with a 10-176

minute measuring frequency.177

2.3 Data pre-processing178

2.3.1 Salinity and density179

The CTD sensor measures conductivity as a proxy for salinity. The combined mea-
surements of conductivity and chloride concentration at a nearby permanent measuring
station (Hoek van Holland) were used to establish a relation between measured conduc-
tivity and salinity in the New Waterway, with S = 1.80655 ·Cl, with S the salinity in
ppt and Cl the concentration of chloride in g/L. The relation between conductivity (C
in S/m) and salinity is:

S = 8.56 · C1.16 (1)

The water density relates to both salinity and temperature according to the equation180

of state for sea water (UNESCO/IOC, 2010).181

2.3.2 Tidal currents inferred from ADCP data182

The ADCP-data are split into 2 spatial transects: one cross-sectional transect, cov-
ering the full channel width (about 400 m) at the location of the western measurement
point, and one longitudinal transect, covering the channel centerline over a length of 2.8 km.
A mesh is defined for both transects following the method of Vermeulen et al. (2014),
on which velocity and backscatter data are projected. The cell size (width x height) of
the cross-sectional mesh is approximately 10x0.5 m and the cell size of the longitudinal

–5–
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Figure 2. Hydrodynamic conditions during the measuring period. Upper panel: upstream

river discharge (blue) and its daily average (black). Middle panel: astronomical tide (blue) and

measured water levels (black) at the estuary mouth. Lower panel: water level due to wind set-up

at the estuary mouth. Red boxes indicate the time windows during which was measured.

mesh is 50x0.5 m. Adopting the method of Vermeulen et al. (2014), radial velocity mea-
surements are assigned to a mesh cell based on their location. All velocity measurements
in one mesh cell are subsequently inverted to obtain either a mean velocity vector, or co-
efficients of a function in time that is fitted to the data. Recently, Jongbloed et al. (2023)
extended and refined this method for ADCP data processing. Using their method for
tidal applications, all radial velocities within one mesh cell, measured throughout the 13-
h cycle, are fitted to a time-dependent model equation, retrieving the phases and am-
plitudes of dominant tidal species and the residual flow. Spectral analysis of modeled
flow velocities (Leuven et al., 2023) confirms that in the New Waterway the M2-component
is dominant, followed by M4 and M6. Velocity in all directions is thus fitted to the fol-
lowing function:

ui = u0 +AM2 cos(2π/TM2t) +BM2 sin(2π/TM2t) + ...

AM4 cos(2π/TM4t) +BM4 sin(2π/TM4t) + ...

AM6 cos(2π/TM6t) +BM6 sin(2π/TM6t)

(2)

where ui represents the velocity (m s−1) or its derivative in any direction (m s−1 or s−1).183

u0 is the residual velocity or its derivative, TMn (d) the period of the tidal harmonic with184

a period that corresponds to n cycles per day. The amplitudes and phases of those har-185

monics equal
√

A2
Mn +B2

Mn and tan−1(BMn/AMn), respectively. Following Jongbloed186

et al. (2023), the residual velocity u0 and parameters AMn and BMn result from a physics-187

informed regularization procedure. Five physics-based constraints are taken into account188

in the regularization procedure: 1) conservation of mass within a mesh cell, 2) conser-189

vation of continuity in between cells, 3) coherence between cells (limiting spatial fluc-190

tuations of the Reynols-averaged flow), 4) consistency between cells (intra-cell partial191

derivatives should equal central differences across cells) and 5) kinematic boundary con-192

ditions (no flow through the bottom and surface). Using a machine-learning based ap-193

proach, the Reynolds-averaged velocity field retrieved from the ADCP radial velocity data194

is an optimal solution that satisfies those constraints as good as possible. We applied the195

method of Jongbloed et al. (2023) to solve the three-dimensional velocity vector (u, v, w)196
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and its first order derivatives in the (x, y, σ)-space, using the default set of penalty pa-197

rameters for the five physics based constraints (λ), i.e. [λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5] = [100, 100, 5, 5, 100]198

(Vermeulen & Jongbloed, 2023), implying that the relative importance of the coherence199

and consistency constraints is small compared to that of the other constraints.200

2.3.3 Quantifying vertical mixing201

Layer definition and mixing layer thickness202

All CTD casts were analyzed to define an upper and lower layer, separated by the
pycnocline. First, all conductivity data were converted to salinity, following the proce-
dure described above. Repeated casts (defined as subsequent casts with a maximum time
interval of 5 minutes) were combined and treated as a single cast. The data were filtered
to remove the upper 0.5 m of every cast to exclude erroneous data induced by air bub-
bles. No smoothing was applied. The pycnocline is defined as the height of the maxi-
mum vertical density gradient. To find the height of the pycnocline (zi) and the salin-
ity at the pycnocline (sz(i)), all obtained salinity profiles were described by a sigmoid func-
tion:

s(z) = sz(i)

(
1− tanh

(
z − zi
δz/2

))
+ smin (3)

where s(z) is salinity as a function of elevation above the bed, δz a measure of the mix-203

ing layer thickness and smin the offset of the function, defined as the minimum measured204

salinity. We fitted equation 3 to all salinity-depth casts to obtain the interface height,205

its corresponding salinity and the mixing layer thickness. The resulting profiles are pro-206

vided in figures A1 and A2.207

Internal shear208

Shear instability is known to be one of the primary mechanisms causing mixing of209

salt stratified flows (Geyer & Farmer, 1989), yet it remains hard to estimate shear from210

field data due to its sensitivity to the velocity gradient. The method of Jongbloed et al.211

(2023) allows for an accurate, yet smooth estimate of the velocity derivatives in all di-212

rections, which would otherwise be hardly visible from the raw data. Therefore, we use213

the velocity model described with equation 2 to quantify vertical shear.214

Richardson gradient number215

As a last proxy for interfacial mixing, we calculate the gradient Richardson num-
ber (following e.g. Richardson and Shaw (1920); Miles (1961)) which represents the ra-
tio of the stabilizing density gradient (if positive) and the de-stabilizing shear stress. The
gradient Richardson number is defined by:

Rig =
g

ρ0

∂ρ/∂z

∂2u/∂z2
(4)

It has been theoretically shown that a water column is vertically stable when Rig > 1/4.
When Rig falls below 1/4, shear instabilities initiate mixing (e.g. Miles (1961); Trow-
bridge (1992)). The local vertical density gradient is defined by the sigmoid function in
equation 3, which is interpolated between consecutive casts. A bulk version of the Richard-
son number is calculated as:

Rib =
g

ρ0

∆ρ/∆z

(∆u/∆z)2
(5)

with ∆ρ/∆z the top to bottom density difference over the internal mixing layer and (∆u/∆z)216

the average shear. The boundaries of the mixing layer are calculated following the pro-217

cedure described in section 2.3.3, with the upper and lower boundary equal to the py-218

cnocline height plus and minus the mixing layer half width (zmix,top = zi + δz/2 and219

zmix,bot = zi + δz/2).220
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Figure 3. The relation between acoustic backscatter and sampled SSC fits a simple power

law.

2.4 SSC from acoustic backscatter221

The ADCP echo intensity profiles were transformed into volume backscattering strength222

Sv using the sonar equation as proposed by Gostiaux and van Haren (2010). Ignoring223

the effect of sound attenuation due to sediment and assuming a vertically constant grain224

size, the volume backscatter strength is a function of the mass concentration of suspended225

particles M and a constant representing the scattering properties of the suspended par-226

ticles ks, which depends on the particle shape and size (Sassi et al., 2012). Next, the sus-227

pended mass concentration can be inferred from the volume backscatter strength using228

a simple power law fit. The assumption that scattering properties did not significantly229

change over time was supported by additional samples from which the particle size dis-230

tribution was determined. In all 15 samples collected during neap tide, the value of D50231

was consistently between 7.5 and 8.5 µm. The value of D50 during spring tide was only232

slightly larger, ranging between 8 and 10 µm. Applying the correction of Sassi et al. (2012)233

for sound attenuation from scatter by suspended sediment did not improve the calibra-234

tion result. Therefore, we adopted a simple power law to derive the suspended concen-235

tration SSC from the volume backscatter strength: SSC = 103(10αSv+β), with SSC236

the suspended sediment concentration in g/L and α and β calibration coefficients. Be-237

fore calibration, a filter was applied to remove outliers in the backscatter intensity as a238

result of air bubbles near the water surface. The power law coefficients were determined239

for the neap and spring tidal cycles separately. The calibration result of both tidal cy-240

cles is shown in figure 3.241

2.5 Calculation of residual sediment transport242

Apart from the instantaneous sediment flux, the residual flux is calculated over both
surveyed tidal cycles. Calculation of the residual flux is based on data measured along
the cross-sectional transect, as the cross-section covers the full channel width. The cross-
sectional residual sediment flux (Qs,residual) is calculated as the sum of the residual sed-
iment fluxes in the individual mesh cells, which equals for every individual cell:

Qs,residual =

∫ T

0

Qs(t) dt =

∫ T

0

Q(t) · SSC(t) dt (6)

with Q(t) the discharge and SSC(t) the suspended sediment concentration in a mesh243

cell as a function of time. The integral bounds cover a complete M2 tidal period. The244

hourly measured SSCs at the cross-section were interpolated using spline-fitting. Since245

the backscatter profiles do not extend to the region near the channel bed, sediment trans-246

port in the lower 1 m was obtained by extrapolation of the calculated flux in the lower247

3 m, assuming zero transport at the bed (no-slip condition).248
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Figure 4. Hourly along-channel velocity profiles during the neap (left panel) and spring tidal

surveys (right panel). Every profile is the spatial average along the longitudinal transect indi-

cated in figure 1. Markers along the velocity profile indicate the height of the pycnocline at the

downstream (west) side of the transect.

Figure 5. Result of the tidal fit for along-channel velocity component for the neap (orange)

and spring (blue) tidal surveys. All results are averaged over the longitudinal transect.

3 Results249

3.1 Mean flow and dynamics of the salt wedge250

The measured velocity profiles (Figure 4) clearly show the tidal duration asymme-251

try. During both neap tide and spring tide, the ebb-flow period lasts for 7-8 hours of the252

total M2-cycle, corresponding to the tidal duration asymmetry which is observed in the253

water level time series (figure 2). The velocity profiles of the neap tidal cycle indicate254

a decoupling between the upper freshwater layer and lower saline water layer, with cur-255

rents in the lower layer often flowing in opposite direction compared to the upper layer256

flow direction. Only during late ebb, this decoupling is less pronounced, although the257

velocity profile is strongly sheared in the vertical. The start of flood in the lower layer258

precedes flood in the upper layer with about 1 hour. As the flood flow evolves, the ve-259

locity maximum shifts from the bottom to mid-depth. This mid-depth velocity maxi-260

mum corresponds to the flood tidal advection of the salt-wedge into the channel (de Nijs261

& Pietrzak, 2012). Velocity profiles during the spring tidal cycle are more uniform, but262
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still show the mid-depth velocity maximum during flood and the strong vertical shear263

during the late ebb. The pycnocline height, defined as the height of the median salin-264

ity (zi in equation 3), moves vertically upward during flood and downward during ebb265

(Figure 4) as a result of the advection of the salt wedge. The elevation of the pycnocline266

above the bed is especially dynamic during spring tide, when it varies between -4 m+NAP267

around HW and approaches the bottom height during LWS, indicating well-mixed con-268

ditions. During neap tide, the pycnocline height varies between -6 and -12 m+NAP. Dur-269

ing both tidal cycles, the pycnocline height increases rapidly during flood due to the strong270

baroclinic forcing.271

The analysis described in section 2.5 yields the residual velocity and the amplitude272

and phase of each tidal component during the neap tidal cycle and spring tidal cycle.273

The resulting amplitudes of the along-channel velocity are presented in figure 5. The M2-274

component accounts for the major part of the streamwise flow variations. The M2-amplitude275

of the spring tidal cycle (ranging from 0.7 - 1.4 m/s) is on average 20% larger than the276

amplitude of the neap tidal cycle (ranging from 0.6 - 1.2 m/s). For both tidal cycles, the277

M2-amplitude is fairly constant along the upper half of the water column, but decreases278

rapidly with depth between mid-depth and the bottom. The top to bottom phase dif-279

ference can exceed 15◦ (0.5 hour), for the neap tidal cycle. The depth variation of the280

M4-overtide is similar to that of the M2-component, and its amplitude is smaller: rang-281

ing from 0.02 - 0.27 m/s for neap tide and from 0.2 - 0.68 m/s for spring tide. The M6-282

amplitude peaks at 0.25 m/s for both tidal cycles. The M6-amplitude peaks around -283

10 m (neap tide) and -8 m (spring tide). The clear presence of the M4- and M6-overtides284

indicate a strong asymmetry in tidal currents and mixing.285

The residual flow velocity reveals a typical gravitational circulation, with landward286

residual currents near the bed and seaward residual currents near the surface for both287

the neap and spring tidal cycles. The height of zero residual velocity is located lower for288

spring tide than for neap tide, indicating stronger mixed conditions during the spring289

tidal cycle. The residual currents near the surface (0 to 5 m below MSL) of the neap tidal290

cycle and spring tidal cycle are comparable. From 5 m-MSL and lower, the spring resid-291

ual velocity is larger than the neap residual velocity. As a result, the seaward residual292

current is stronger over the measured spring tidal cycle compared to the neap tidal cy-293

cle.294

3.2 Mixing asymmetry295

We quantify the degree of mixing based on the mixing layer thickness and the bulk296

Richardson number. The results of the salinity profile fitting procedure based on equa-297

tion 3 yields the pycnocline height with respect to the bottom height. A complete overview298

of the results, including all profile fits, can be found in figure A1 for neap tide and fig-299

ure A2 for spring tide. During neap tide, the internal mixing layer thickness is smallest300

in the period after HWS, corresponding to more stratified conditions. The mixing layer301

thickness increases during ebb until it reaches its maximum thickness around LW, which302

relates to the strong vertical shear around the pycnocline observed in figure 4. Notewor-303

thy is the sudden thickness increase at the Eastern location at t = HW+02 : 35h, fol-304

lowed by a thickness decrease. The mixing layer thickness at the Western measurement305

point shows the same widening and narrowing with a time-lag of half an hour compared306

to the measurement at the Eastern location. The celerity of this disturbance corresponds307

to the flow velocity at that time, indicating that the temporal widening is most likely308

caused by layer instability further upstream and advected seaward during the time of309

measuring.310

Results from de Nijs et al. (2011) show that barotropic advection is the main mech-311

anisms driving tidal displacement of the salt wedge, and that vertical mixing is limited312

throughout most of the tidal cycle. Our results confirm that the surface and bottom layer313
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Figure 6. Mixing during the neap tidal cycle. The upper panel shows the development of

the pycnocline and height interval where s = spyc ± 3 psu. The middle panel shows the vertical

shear squared (∂u2/∂2z) along and around the pycnocline. Values in the upper two panels are

the along-channel average. The vertical lines in the upper two panels indicate the time of the

along-channel transects shown in the lower two panels.

are largely decoupled during flood. Around HW, vertical shear along the pycnocline is314

limited, resulting in a stably stratified flow structure (figure 6 HW+00:49). However, we315

observe strongly sheared velocity profiles during maximum ebb and late ebb, resulting316

in diahaline mixing in this period and a decrease of the density gradient at the pycno-317

cline height (figure 6). As the ebb flow progresses, the pycnocline height decreases as a318

result of the retreating salt wedge, while at the same time, bottom-induced turbulence319

increases as a result of increasing near-bed currents. Around 4-5 hours after HW, ver-320

tical shear at the pycnocline is maximum and the vertical density gradient at the pyc-321

nocline starts to decrease (figure 6 HW+04:49). During the long LW-period, the pyc-322

nocline has lowered enough to interact with the bottom-induced shear layer, and the thick-323

ness of the mixing zone increases, indicating vertical mixing between the upper and lower324

layers.325

The internal mixing layer during the spring tidal cycle shows a similar pattern of326

thickness increase during ebb and thickness decrease during flood, but the degree of mix-327

ing varies more. Similar to neap tide, the mixing layer thickness is at its minimum be-328

tween maximum flood and maximum ebb (figures 7 and A2: t=HW+10:30 to HW+03:30 hours).329

Around maximum ebb (figure 7: t=HW+03:10 hours), bed shear increases which initial-330

izes vertical mixing through the pycnocline. Already at the start of LWS (around t=HW+05:10 hours),331

the water column destratifies, as saline water is pushed seaward and the mixing layer height332

decreases until it approaches the height of the bottom boundary layer (Dyer, 1991). The333

water column remains well-mixed during the long period around LW and the start of the334

flood. As the flood phase progresses, and the salt wedge is advected landward, the py-335
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Figure 7. Mixing during the spring tidal cycle. The upper panel shows the development of

the pycnocline and height interval where s = spyc ± 3 psu. The middle panel shows the vertical

shear squared (∂u2/∂2z) along and around the pycnocline. Values in the upper two panels are

the along-channel average. The vertical lines in the upper two panels indicate the time of the

along-channel transects shown in the lower two panels.
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Figure 8. Development of longitudinal transect-averaged bulk Richardson numbers during

neap tide and spring tide (upper panel) at the Western measuring location. Lower panel shows

the time-varying Richardson gradient number at the pycnocline height for neap tide and spring

tide, averaged over the longitudinal transect. Time is in hours since HW.

cnocline height increases and the water column again shows a strong stratification around336

the time of maximum flood (t=HW+10.30 hours).337

The temporal variation of the Richardson number (figure 8) supports the obser-338

vations of ebb-dominant mixing during either of the two tidal cycles subject to study.339

Both during the neap tidal cycle and during the spring tidal cycle, Rib-values are low-340

est towards the end of the ebb phase. This confirms that mixing is most intense during341

ebb. Both bulk (figure 8: panel A) and gradient Richardson numbers (figure 8: panel342

B) are relatively high. Rig-values at the pycnocline are never below 0.25. This suggests343

that mixing is caused by larger-scale instabilities.344

3.3 Time-varying transport of suspended sediment345

Figures 9 and 10 show the measured backscatter profiles converted to suspended346

sediment concentration (SSC) along the repeated longitudinal transect as a single time-347

series (measurements along separate transects are included in appendix Appendix B. Dur-348

ing the flood phase of the neap tidal cycle, suspended sediment is confined below the py-349

cnocline, which corresponds to the intensified stratification that develops during flood350

and persists until the beginning of the ebb phase in this period. As a result of confine-351

ment during flood, sediment import is restricted mostly to the bottom layer. In the early352

ebb phase (12:30 - 13:00), patches of elevated SSC levels are present in the upper layer,353

while at the same time SSCs in the bottom layer decrease as a result of decelerating flow354

velocity (figure 9). The top-layer SSC peaks seem to originate from outside the measure-355

ment area, and persist while being transported. The longer ebb phase is characterized356

by lower near-bed SSCs compared to flood, and higher top-layer SSCs compared to flood.357

This can be explained from the increase in vertical mixing as observed, and contributes358

to sediment export.359

Suspended sediment dynamics during the spring tidal cycle show a similar pattern,360

but in general concentrations are higher (figure 10). Similar to neap tide, patches of high361

SSC in the top layer are observed after HW (figure 10). High near-bed SSCs are observed362

both during maximum flood and maximum ebb, although SSCs are better mixed over363

the vertical during ebb tide. The latter agrees with the observed increase in mixing layer364
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Figure 9. Tidal currents and suspended sediment concentration (top panel) as measured dur-

ing the neap tidal cycle. Corresponding water levels are provided in the lower panel. An inset

shows the elevated SSC’s in the upper water layer at the start of the ebb phase.

thickness (figure 7 and salinity profiles in figure A2). Around t=HWS+05:00h, the mix-365

ing layer thickens, followed by a break-down of the salinity structure. As a result, sed-366

iment export takes place both in the bottom layer and in the surface layer during ebb,367

while sediment import is concentrated in the bottom layer during flood tide.368

3.4 Contribution of the bottom and surface layer369

Figures 11 and 12 show the time-varying sediment transport in top and bottom370

layers throughout the neap and spring tidal cycles respectively. Due to the combined ef-371

fects of gravitational circulation and sediment resuspension from the bed, import in the372

bottom layer exceeds import in the top layer at any time, even though flow velocity is373

usually higher in the top layer. During flood in both the neap and spring tide surveys,374

suspended sediment is mostly confined below the pycnocline, which explains low sedi-375

ment import across the top layer. During ebb, the stratified structure breaks down, al-376

lowing sediment to become distributed over the vertical. Hence, sediment export takes377

place in both the bottom and the surface layers. Instantaneous sediment import through378

the bottom layer is high in the New Waterway due to flood velocities in the bottom layer379

being higher than ebb velocities. Next to the asymmetry in tidal currents, however, there380

exists an asymmetry in tidal duration, with the ebb and LWS phases being considerably381

longer than the flood and HWS phase (∼8 hours and less than 5 hours respectively). Con-382

sequently, the period of seaward transport exceeds the period of landward transport.383

3.5 Effect of mixing384

Geyer and Ralston (2011) describe how the salinity structure collapses during the385

ebb phase: supercritical flow at the start of the ebb phase causes shear instabilities, lead-386

ing to mixing across the pycnocline and initializing the break-down of the salt wedge.387

As the ebb flow progresses and near-bottom currents increase, turbulence caused by bot-388

tom friction overwhelms the internal shear instabilities, causing the collapse of the salin-389

ity structure. Also in the New Waterway, diahaline mixing intensifies as ebb progresses,390

both during neap tide and spring tide. This is visible in the increasing mixing layer thick-391

ness (figures 6 and 7 as well as A1 and A2), and in decreasing Richardson gradient-numbers392

(figure ??). After the initial shear-induced mixing phase, seaward advection of the salt393
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Figure 10. Tidal currents and suspended sediment concentration (top panel) as measured

during the neap tidal cycle. Corresponding water levels are provided in the lower panel. Note the

different color scale compared to figure 9. An inset shows the elevated SSCs in the upper water

layer at the start of the ebb phase.

Figure 11. Spatially averaged sediment transport along the longitudinal transect throughout

the neap tidal cycle. The top layer and bottom layer are separated by the time-varying interface

height zi.

Figure 12. Spatially averaged sediment transport along the longitudinal transect throughout

the spring tidal cycle. The top layer and bottom layer are separated by the time-varying interface

height zi. Note the difference in scale with respect to figure 11.
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wedge has lowered the pycnocline such that diahaline mixing increases by virtue of bottom-394

generated shear. Both mixing by interfacial shear instability and by interaction with bottom-395

generated shear affect the sediment flux in favor of export. Initial shear instability across396

the density interface is likely to have caused the observed sediment patches in the up-397

per layer (figures 9 and 10). While sediment is still being imported in the bottom layer,398

shear instability is a likely cause of the diahaline flux of sediment-rich water from the399

bottom layer into the upper layer, where suspended sediment clouds are then advected400

seaward. This effect is also visible in figure 11 around t=HW+1:40h, when sediment ex-401

port by the upper layer exceeds sediment import by the lower layer. Even during spring402

tide around HW+1:30 (figure 10 or figure 12 around 18:30) sediment transport in the403

upper layer is relatively high. During the first hours of the ebb period, the observed shear404

is still very low around the pycnocline in the measuring area. This confirms observations405

by de Nijs et al. (2011), who reasoned that shear-induced mixing is mostly limited to the406

head of the salt wedge, which they attributed to the larger baroclinic gradients at the407

head. This shear-induced mixing thus occurs upstream of our survey area, after which408

sediment-rich water is advected downstream. In this process, the stratified structure in409

our measuring area remains largely intact.410

As the ebb progresses, the salt wedge retreats and the position of the pycnocline411

lowers until the region of interfacial shear overlaps with the bottom boundary layer. Di-412

ahaline mixing then intensifies by the increasing effect of bottom-generated turbulence.413

As a result, SSCs are mixed higher into the water column. The effect on suspended sed-414

iment transport becomes clear in Figures 11 and 12. During the flood period in the spring415

and neap tidal cycles, sediment transport in the bottom layer exceeds that in the sur-416

face layer by far. In contrast, sediment transport in both layers have the same order of417

magnitude during the ebb, due to vertical mixing and the high ebb currents in the up-418

per layer. The residual seaward flux of sediment is thus the result of ebb-dominant tidal419

mixing. This agrees with the findings of Scully and Friedrichs (2003), who found that420

a residual sediment import in the York River Estuary was partly due to enhanced tidal421

mixing during the flood period. While the initial shear instabilities and the resulting sus-422

pended sediment patches observed in the top layer insignificantly contribute to the resid-423

ual export, strong mixing during ebb does substantially increase suspended sediment ex-424

port. Ebb-dominant mixing in combination with a long ebb duration here leads to a dom-425

inant ebb flux of sediment.426

3.6 Residual transport of suspended sediment427

The resulting fluxes along the cross-section are shown in figure 13. The effect of428

gravitational circulation on sediment transport is significant in both cycles, with net im-429

port in the bottom layer and net export in the surface layer. The residual flux is directed430

seaward in both spring and neap tidal cycles, i.e. there is a net export of suspended sed-431

iment. The total export over the spring tidal cycle is 4.3·106 kg; the total export over432

the neap cycle amounts 1.6 · 106 kg.433

4 Discussion434

4.1 Ebb-mixing and residual sediment transport in estuaries435

Festa and Hansen (1978) were among the first to systematically demonstrate that436

an increasing estuarine circulation increases trapping of marine sediment. Dronkers (1986)437

further describes the effect of tidal asymmetry on the residual sediment flux which Guo438

et al. (2014) confirm with a systematic model study: flood dominance increases landward439

sediment transport, whereas ebb dominance favors seaward residual transport due to the440

non-linear dependency of sediment transport to velocity. Other systems where a resid-441

ual landward sediment transport is attributed to (amongst others) flood tidal dominance442

include the Gironde estuary (Allen et al., 1980), Ems estuary (Chernetsky et al., 2010)443
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Figure 13. Width- and depth-varying residual sediment transport during neap tide (A) and

spring tide (B) at the western transect. Transport at the southern edge (cross-sectional distance

between 165 and 190 m) was neglected due to limited data availability. Note that colour scales

differ between panel A and panel B.

and parts of the Western Scheldt (Wang et al., 2002). These systems can all be classi-444

fied as partially mixed or well-mixed in the estuarine classification system proposed by445

Geyer and MacCready (2014). The York river estuary (Scully & Friedrichs, 2003) can446

also be classified as partially mixed. Our results from the New Waterway illustrate that447

in salt-wedge systems, the controls on residual sediment transport are different.448

A time-dependent salt wedge estuary is strongly forced by both tides and fresh-449

water flow. As a result, intratidal variations in salinity structure are the result of the large450

tidal excursion length rather than of tidal mixing during flood. The suppression of tidal451

mixing leads to high vertical shears in salt-wedge estuaries, especially when tidal cur-452

rents are strong. Vertical shears during flood can be limited, due to maximum flood ve-453

locities being located at mid-depth near the pycnocline. At maximum ebb in the New454

Waterway, when upper layer velocities are reinforced by the ebb tidal forcing and lower455

layer velocities are near zero due to the strong baroclinic pressure, vertical shear over456

the pycnocline reaches its maximum. The same was observed in the Fraser estuary (Geyer457

& Farmer, 1989), Amazon river mouth (Geyer, 1995) and Merrimack estuary (Geyer et458

al., 2008), which were all classified as time-dependent salt-wedge systems by Geyer and459

MacCready (2014). Ralston et al. (2010) emphasizes the additional role of bottom fric-460

tion as a driver of vertical mixing in the Merrimack estuary as the salt wedge retreats461

and lowers to interact with the bottom boundary layer during late ebb. Ebb-dominant462

mixing is thus particularly prominent in salt-wedge and highly stratified estuaries, with463

both a strong freshwater inflow and strong tidal forcing. While the maximum sediment464

transport rate in the flood direction exceeds the maximum transport rate in the ebb di-465

rection, the long ebb phase of the surface layer in particular results in a tidally averaged466

seaward transport. The asymmetry in tidal mixing contributes to sediment export by467

increasing the vertical suspension height of sediment during ebb. We infer that the ob-468

served asymmetry in mixing and asymmetry in tidal duration are the main drivers of469

the seaward residual flux.470

One requirement for a time-dependent salt wedge is thus a freshwater inflow which471

is strong enough to compensate for tidal mixing. The upstream river discharge enter-472
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ing the Rhine-Meuse Estuary fluctuates within a year, ranging from discharges two times473

lower to two to three times higher than the average conditions. At the time of our mea-474

surements, river discharge was near average. As stated by Guo et al. (2014), a higher475

river discharge can increase the ebb transport capacity of an estuary. Also, the upstream476

sediment supply may increase. However, a higher river discharge also impacts the de-477

gree of mixing, enhancing vertical stability (Geyer & MacCready, 2014). The net effect478

of a varying river discharge may be a delicate balance between those factors.479

4.2 Residual sediment transport in the New Waterway480

Both the neap tidal cycle and the spring tidal cycle show a net export of sediment.481

This is different from what could be expected from the increasing dredging volumes in482

the Rhine-Meuse estuary (Cox et al., 2021), and previous sediment budget studies of the483

area. Both Cox et al. (2021) (based on Becker (2015), Snippen et al. (2005) and van Dreumel484

(1995)) and Frings et al. (2019) suggest a long-term averaged marine import of both silt485

(=< 0.63 µm) and sand (> 0.64 µm). The derived fluxes from both studies are uncer-486

tain as they rely on indirect measurements. The residual flux derived in this study cov-487

ers only sediment which is transported in suspension, and includes mostly silt and fine488

sand (< 0.5 mm). Cox et al. (2021) found an annual import of marine silt of 1.83 Mt.489

The residual cross-sectional sediment flux found in this study is equivalent to -1.12 Mt490

per year (neap tide) or -3.03 Mt per year (spring tide). The disparity between these two491

observed cycles underscores the substantial temporal variability of the residual flux, with492

a 2.7-fold difference between spring and neap tides, despite consistent river discharge and493

moderately varying wind conditions during the measuring days. A short period of strong494

wind occurred 4 days prior to the measured spring cycle with maximum wind speeds of495

≈19 m/s, resulting in ≈ 1 m setup. This may have affected the upstream sediment avail-496

ability, as the magnitude and direction of the sediment flux is affected by temporally fluc-497

tuating flow and weather conditions. Verlaan and Spanhoff (2000) concluded that the498

import of marine sediment is mostly governed by (storm) events with a frequency of sev-499

eral times per year. Our results also show the impact of geometrical features, as the stream-500

wise spatial variation of the instantaneous sediment flux in the New Waterway is signif-501

icant. In the longitudinal transects, the effect of narrowing is clearly visible in elevated502

SSCs during periods of strong flow (figures B1 and B2), which can be attributed to in-503

creased resuspension as a result of locally increased flow velocity. Also, the channel bend504

downstream of our measuring area results in lateral variation of residual sediment trans-505

port. A helical flow structure is visible in the residual transport profile along the cross-506

section (figure 13). This effect is most pronounced in the spring residual profile, due to507

the higher flow velocities. Since the residual sediment transport is the result of a del-508

icate balance between estuarine circulation, tidal asymmetry and internal asymmetry,509

and is affected by temporally varying flow and weather conditions, the calculated resid-510

ual transport values (section 3.6) cannot readily be used to estimate the yearly sediment511

flux.512

4.3 Implications for estuarine development513

Mixing asymmetry is thus an important factor determining residual sediment trans-514

port in estuaries (Scully & Friedrichs, 2003). Flood-dominant mixing favours sediment515

import, whereas ebb-dominant mixing favours sediment export. There are two distinct516

mechanisms which increase vertical mixing during flood (Jay & Musiak, 1996). First, tidal517

straining intensifies density stratification during ebb. With the velocity maximum located518

in the upper half of the water column, fresh water is advected over the slower moving519

saline water near the bottom. During flood, the process is reversed, and the homogene-520

neous vertical density profile is restored (Simpson et al., 1990). Even in the absence of521

initial vertical mixing, tidal straining increases vertical stability during ebb, and vice versa,522

during flood. Second, in case of a freshwater outflow, baroclinic and barotropic forces523
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work in the same direction during ebb, while they act in opposite direction during flood.524

This results in a layer of increased shear at the pycnocline, favouring mixing during flood.525

In the New Waterway, the flood velocity vertical maximum coincides with the height of526

the pycnocline, reducing the shear and local turbulence production at the pycnocline.527

During the long ebb period, the pycnocline lowers, allowing bottom-generated turbulence528

to break up the vertical density structure.529

Similar cases of ebb-dominant mixing were found for the Merrimack River (Ralston530

et al., 2010) and the Fraser River Estuary (Geyer & Farmer, 1989). In both cases, the531

increased mixing during ebb was attributed to a decreasing pycnocline height, leading532

to interaction with the turbulent bottom boundary layer. The current trend of fairway533

deepening in deltas worldwide may result in more stratified systems, as the relative strength534

of tidal mixing decreases (Geyer & MacCready, 2014). Additionally, in systems with a535

strong tidal forcing, gravitational circulation may strengthen as a result of deepening,536

leading to more import of marine sediment.537

4.4 Implications for modelling of estuarine sediment transport538

Our study highlights the impact of vertical mixing on residual sediment transport.539

While the role of vertical mixing is small compared to the classical mechanisms explain-540

ing sediment import (gravitational circulation and flood dominance (Burchard et al., 2018))541

and sediment export (river discharge and ebb dominance (Guo et al., 2014)), we show542

here that asymmetric mixing can significantly contribute to a residual sediment flux that543

is opposite to what may be expected based on the main indicators. This implies that depth-544

averaged estuarine models such as deployed by Guo et al. (2014) are of limited applica-545

bility for time-dependent salt wedge systems.546

5 Conclusions547

Based on field data, we investigated the main drivers of residual sediment trans-548

port in a channelized time-dependent salt wedge estuary. We found that the residual flux549

is directed landward, despite a strong near-bed flood-dominance. We find that the long550

ebb period which is associated with flood dominance results in a seaward residual sed-551

iment flux. Two mixing mechanisms explain this: 1) Initial entrainment of sediment-rich552

marine water into the seaward flowing fresh water layer likely due to shear instabilities553

over the pycnocline and 2) a larger resuspension height during the ebb phase, associated554

with a higher degree of mixing. The first mechanism only has a minor impact on the to-555

tal residual flux. The latter mechanism (ebb-dominant mixing), is characteristic for time-556

dependent salt wedge estuaries around the world, and favours a seaward residual sed-557

iment flux. We thus conclude that, while the residual sediment flux is traditionally as-558

sumed to be governed by gravitational circulation and barotropic asymmetry, internal559

asymmetry has an additional impact on the residual sediment flux that cannot be ne-560

glected in time-dependent salt wedges.561
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Figure A1. Vertical salinity profiles resulting from the CTD-casts (blue points) and the fitted

sigmoid-profile (black line) during the neap tidal cycle. The shaded area indicated the location

and thickness of the mixing layer. Title indicates the time in hours relative to HWS.
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Figure A2. Vertical salinity profiles resulting from the CTD-casts (blue points) and the fitted

sigmoid-profile (black line) during the spring tidal cycle. The shaded area indicated the location

and thickness of the mixing layer. Title indicates the time in hours relative to HWS.
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Figure B1. Sediment concentration inferred from acoustic backscatter and along-channel

currents measured along the longitudinal transect during neap tide.
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Figure B2. Sediment concentration inferred from acoustic backscatter and along-channel

currents measured along the longitudinal transect during spring tide.
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Key Points:8

• Residual sediment transport in a time-dependent salt wedge estuary is governed9

by barotropic and internal tidal asymmetry.10

• Ebb-dominant tidal mixing increases the seaward sediment transport, as sediment11

resuspension extends further to the surface compared to the flood phase.12

• Shear-induced entrainment of sediment-rich marine water further increases the sea-13

ward sediment flux, although the effect of this mechanism is small.14
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Abstract15

Intratidal variability in stratification, referred to as internal tidal asymmetry, affects the16

residual sediment flux of an estuary by altering sediment transport differently during ebb17

and flood. While earlier studies suggest that flood-dominant mixing increases the resid-18

ual landward sediment flux, the role of ebb-dominant mixing remains largely unknown.19

Based on field data, we investigate the mechanisms that cause ebb-dominant mixing and20

its effect on the residual sediment flux in a stratified estuarine channel. Observations based21

on two tidal cycles show that the pycnocline remains largely intact during flood. Ver-22

tical mixing during flood is inhibited by a strong fresh water outflow, confining landward23

transport of suspended sediment to the bottom layer. During ebb, the pycnocline height24

decreases until it interacts with the bottom boundary layer, resulting in enhanced ver-25

tical mixing and sediment transport extending further to the surface. Thus, ebb-dominant26

mixing increases the residual sediment flux in seaward direction. The long ebb period27

further contributes to the residual ebb-flux. This is noteworthy since a long ebb dura-28

tion, as it corresponds to flood dominance, is often associated with a landward residual29

sediment flux. Although our data represent average conditions and may not be repre-30

sentative for high river discharge or storm conditions, we conclude that asymmetries in31

vertical mixing considerably affect the residual sediment flux.32

Plain Language Summary33

Sediment is supplied to estuaries by the upstream river discharge and, depending34

on the tidal properties, by the downstream inflow of seawater. Whether an estuary loses35

or gains sediment through the seaward boundary, depends on several processes. Based36

on field data, here we investigate the effect of mixing between fresh river water and saline37

seawater. Sediment is transported landward during flood (import) and seaward during38

ebb (export). During flood, the water is vertically layered, consisting of a lower layer of39

saline water and a surface layer of fresh water, which are largely decoupled from each40

other. As a result, sediment from the sea is transported by the bottom layer only. Dur-41

ing ebb, the saline and freshwater layers are better mixed and sediment is transported42

by both layers. This results in a larger sediment transport capacity in seaward direction,43

increasing sediment export from the estuary. Another process that increases sediment44

export is the inequality between ebb duration and flood duration. Since the ebb period45

is several hours longer than the flood period, more sediment is allowed to be transported46

seaward.47

1 Introduction48

Estuarine morphodynamics are to a large extent determined by residual sediment49

transport. In tide-dominated deltas, the residual sediment transport largely depends on50

tidal hydrodynamics. As a tidal wave enters an estuary, its shape is deformed by width51

and depth convergence, bottom friction and interaction with the river flow. In many es-52

tuaries, this leads to flood-dominance, i.e. a shorter flood duration but stronger flood53

currents compared to the ebb currents. Flood-dominance is often associated with rel-54

atively shallow estuaries with limited intertidal area (Pugh & Woodworth, 2014). Inter-55

tidal flats tend to reduce flood flow velocity leading to ebb-dominance in estuaries with56

a large intertidal area. As transport of sediment scales non-linearly with flow velocity,57

a small difference between ebb and flood currents can cause a significant difference in58

residual sediment transport (e.g. Dronkers (1986); Wang et al. (2002)).59

The main mechanisms leading to sediment import in estuaries are well-known and60

described by Burchard et al. (2018). The two most important mechanisms contributing61

to a landward sediment flux are gravitational circulation (Burchard et al., 2018; Dyer,62

1995) , where a salinity gradient in longitudinal direction results in a residual landward63

current near the bed, and flood tidal asymmetry (Burchard et al., 2018; Dronkers, 2005;64
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Wang et al., 2002). Other mechanisms such as lateral and topographic trapping are system-65

specific. The main mechanisms associated with sediment export, i.e. seaward residual66

sediment transport, include flushing by river discharge (e.g. Guo et al. (2014); Canestrelli67

et al. (2014)) and ebb-dominance (Guo et al., 2018).68

The prediction of residual sediment transport in estuaries is complicated by the pres-69

ence of density gradients and density stratification. Jay and Musiak (1996) distinguish70

between barotropic tidal asymmetry and internal tidal asymmetry, the former being de-71

fined as an asymmetry in flood and ebb maximum currents and water level duration, and72

the latter as variations in stratification on a sub-tidal timescale. It is argued that for the73

Columbia river, the residual current induced by internal tidal asymmetry is a main driver74

of landward sediment transport. Simpson et al. (1990) describe how the asymmetry in75

vertical mixing is enhanced by tidal straining, and hypothesize that this may contribute76

to a landward flux of salt. Similarly, Scully and Friedrichs (2003) observe a landward resid-77

ual sediment flux in the York River Estuary despite the residual currents being directed78

seaward, and attribute this to vertical mixing being suppressed by a stable pycnocline79

formed during the ebb tide. During flood tide, mixing causes suspended sediment to oc-80

cur higher in the vertical, resulting in a large landward transport capacity during flood-81

ing.82

While descriptions of systems with flood-dominant mixing are abundant in liter-83

ature (Jay & Musiak, 1996; Scully & Friedrichs, 2003, 2007; Stacey et al., 1999), some84

estuaries show an opposite behaviour where the flood flow tends to stabilize stratifica-85

tion and the ebb flow destabilizes the water column. Schijf and Schönfeld (1953) already86

hypothesized that interfacial instability combined with bed friction may corrupt a salt87

wedge during the ebb tide. Geyer and Farmer (1989) observed increased shear instabil-88

ity in the Fraser River Estuary during ebb, leading to a collapse of the salt wedge, and89

Geyer et al. (2008) and Ralston et al. (2010) describe how increased mixing in the bot-90

tom boundary layer is the primary cause for the collapse of the salt wedge during ebb91

in the Merrimack River Estuary. This ebb-dominant mixing is primarily associated with92

highly stratified or salt-wedge estuaries, where a strong freshwater outflow counteracts93

tidal mixing during flood (Geyer & Ralston, 2011).94

The effect of mixing on residual sediment and salt fluxes has been investigated for95

multiple mixed and partially stratified estuaries, such as the Columbia River Estuary96

(Jay & Musiak, 1996), the York River Estuary (Scully & Friedrichs, 2007) and the Navesink97

River Estuary (Chant & Stoner, 2001). Here, we demonstrate the importance of mix-98

ing for the residual sediment transport in an ebb-dominant, highly stratified system. The99

aim of our work is to 1) establish and understand the processes controlling mixing in a100

stratified estuarine channel, and 2) to assess its effect on residual sediment transport.101

Measurements were carried out in the Rotterdam New Waterway, The Netherlands.102

The New Waterway is a 10-km long channel in the Dutch Rhine-Meuse Delta, which fea-103

tures no lateral outflows and harbors. It is a heavily engineered, deep channel, which can104

be characterized as a time-dependent salt-wedge estuary in the framework of Geyer and105

MacCready (2014), under average conditions. de Nijs et al. (2011) describe how the in-106

ternal flow structure in the New Waterway is governed by advection of the salt wedge107

and states that the classical theory of tidal straining cannot explain the temporal vari-108

ations in turbulence. Previous sediment budget studies (Cox et al., 2021; Frings et al.,109

2019) hypothesized a large import of marine mud and sand through the mouth, which110

is attributed to the landward residual current near the bed.111

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the study112

area in more detail, and offers a description of the field measurements and data process-113

ing methods. Chapter 3 presents the most important findings concerning vertical mix-114

ing and sediment transport. Then, Chapter 4 discusses the implications of our findings115
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Figure 1. Overview of the survey area and its location in the New Waterway. Orange and red

lines indicate the moving-boat measurements. The locations of the Eastern and Western point

measurements are indicated by a star.

for the residual sediment flux, and modeling of sediment transport in stratified systems116

and delta formation. Chapter 5 summarizes the main conclusions.117

2 Materials and methods118

2.1 Study area119

The New Waterway connects the Rhine-Meuse Delta (RMD) to the North Sea (Fig-120

ure 1). The RMD is located in the west of the Netherlands and is fed by the Meuse river121

and by two main branches of the Rhine river, referred to as the Waal and Lek. Water122

is discharged into the North Sea via two deltaic channels: the New Waterway in the north123

and the Haringvliet in the south. Of these channels, the Southern Haringvliet is partly124

closed off since 1970, and its discharge is now controlled by a complex of sluices, which125

greatly affected the water levels (Vellinga et al., 2014), tidal currents and sedimentation126

and erosion in the branches (Huismans et al., 2021). Under average discharge conditions,127

a net discharge of about 220 m3/s reaches the North Sea via the Southern Haringvliet128

branch, while the Northern New Waterway discharges about 1400 m3/s (Cox et al., 2021).129

During periods of low river discharge, the Haringvliet sluices are closed, and all river dis-130

charge leaves the system via the New Waterway. The tidal motion in the New Water-131

way is determined by the tides at Hoek van Holland. The tidal regime is predominantly132

semi-diurnal and flood-dominant. Tidal ranges vary between 2.0 m (spring tide) and 1.2 m133

(neap tide), under average conditions (De Nijs, 2012).134

The New Waterway has been deepened considerably over the past decades (Vellinga135

et al., 2014; Cox et al., 2021), leading to a deep and almost prismatic channel. The New136

Waterway has a depth of approximately 17 m and a width of about 500 m. A strong grav-137

itational circulation has been suggested to drive a large import of both sand and silt (Cox138

et al., 2021). The bed material of the New Waterway mainly consists of fine and medium139

sand, as the channel hydrodynamics are too strong to allow for siltation of finer mate-140

rial. Bed material in the upstream harbour basins, however, contains predominantly fine141

silt and mud. (De Nijs, 2012).142

2.2 Survey set up and hydrodynamic conditions143

Two 13-hour boat surveys were carried out in the channel, about 10 km upstream144

of the estuary mouth. The first survey took place on 8 March 2021 during neap tide. The145
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second survey took place on 15 March 2021 during spring tide. Rhine discharge (mea-146

sured upstream at Lobith station near the German border) varied between 1900 m3 s−1
147

and 2100 m3 s−1 during the week preceding the first survey until the day of the second148

survey, which is close to the average discharge of about 2200 m3s−1. Wind speeds were149

low (5 and 9 m/s, respectively) during the two surveys, corresponding to zero set-up dur-150

ing the first measuring day and an average set-up of 26 cm during the second measur-151

ing day at the estuary mouth (Figure 2). Summarizing, the conditions during the mea-152

surements represent average conditions with limited setup and a near-average river dis-153

charge. Figure 1 provides an overview of the survey location. One vessel, equipped with154

a 600 kHz and a 1200 kHz ADCP collected continuous velocity and backscatter profile155

data over a longitudinal trajectory of 2.8 km. The sailing time of the longitudinal tra-156

jectory amounts approximately 20 minutes. The location of this trajectory was chosen157

such that no lateral effects from side channels or port basins are expected. Additional158

hourly velocity and backscatter profile data were collected along a cross-sectional tra-159

jectory, located at the downstream end of the longitudinal trajectory. Furthermore, two160

measuring locations (EAST and WEST) were defined at both endpoints of the longitu-161

dinal trajectory. The western measuring location coincides with the cross-sectional tra-162

jectory. At both measuring locations, hourly depth casts were carried out collecting ver-163

tical profiles of salinity, turbidity and sediment concentration.164

Each 13-h measurement cycle consists of the following measurements: starting at165

the most downstream measuring location (WEST), a measuring frame equipped with166

a SeaPoint OBS, a CTD-sensor and a LISST-100x is deployed to collect a full depth pro-167

file. Additional water samples are collected at 3 depths using Niskin bottles, to calibrate168

the OBS and ADCP backscatter intensity to SSC. After collecting depth profile data with169

the measurement frame, the cross-section transect was sailed at the western location to170

collect ADCP data. This was followed by the longitudinal trajectory of 2800 m follow-171

ing the channel center line, collecting ADCP data over the full trajectory. Arriving at172

the eastern location, another depth profile is sampled with the measuring frame. Sub-173

sequently, ADCP data were collected again along the longitudinal trajectory and, arriv-174

ing at the western location, the measurement cycle would start over again. Water level175

data were available at a nearby measuring station (”Maassluis”, see figure 1) with a 10-176

minute measuring frequency.177

2.3 Data pre-processing178

2.3.1 Salinity and density179

The CTD sensor measures conductivity as a proxy for salinity. The combined mea-
surements of conductivity and chloride concentration at a nearby permanent measuring
station (Hoek van Holland) were used to establish a relation between measured conduc-
tivity and salinity in the New Waterway, with S = 1.80655 ·Cl, with S the salinity in
ppt and Cl the concentration of chloride in g/L. The relation between conductivity (C
in S/m) and salinity is:

S = 8.56 · C1.16 (1)

The water density relates to both salinity and temperature according to the equation180

of state for sea water (UNESCO/IOC, 2010).181

2.3.2 Tidal currents inferred from ADCP data182

The ADCP-data are split into 2 spatial transects: one cross-sectional transect, cov-
ering the full channel width (about 400 m) at the location of the western measurement
point, and one longitudinal transect, covering the channel centerline over a length of 2.8 km.
A mesh is defined for both transects following the method of Vermeulen et al. (2014),
on which velocity and backscatter data are projected. The cell size (width x height) of
the cross-sectional mesh is approximately 10x0.5 m and the cell size of the longitudinal
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Figure 2. Hydrodynamic conditions during the measuring period. Upper panel: upstream

river discharge (blue) and its daily average (black). Middle panel: astronomical tide (blue) and

measured water levels (black) at the estuary mouth. Lower panel: water level due to wind set-up

at the estuary mouth. Red boxes indicate the time windows during which was measured.

mesh is 50x0.5 m. Adopting the method of Vermeulen et al. (2014), radial velocity mea-
surements are assigned to a mesh cell based on their location. All velocity measurements
in one mesh cell are subsequently inverted to obtain either a mean velocity vector, or co-
efficients of a function in time that is fitted to the data. Recently, Jongbloed et al. (2023)
extended and refined this method for ADCP data processing. Using their method for
tidal applications, all radial velocities within one mesh cell, measured throughout the 13-
h cycle, are fitted to a time-dependent model equation, retrieving the phases and am-
plitudes of dominant tidal species and the residual flow. Spectral analysis of modeled
flow velocities (Leuven et al., 2023) confirms that in the New Waterway the M2-component
is dominant, followed by M4 and M6. Velocity in all directions is thus fitted to the fol-
lowing function:

ui = u0 +AM2 cos(2π/TM2t) +BM2 sin(2π/TM2t) + ...

AM4 cos(2π/TM4t) +BM4 sin(2π/TM4t) + ...

AM6 cos(2π/TM6t) +BM6 sin(2π/TM6t)

(2)

where ui represents the velocity (m s−1) or its derivative in any direction (m s−1 or s−1).183

u0 is the residual velocity or its derivative, TMn (d) the period of the tidal harmonic with184

a period that corresponds to n cycles per day. The amplitudes and phases of those har-185

monics equal
√

A2
Mn +B2

Mn and tan−1(BMn/AMn), respectively. Following Jongbloed186

et al. (2023), the residual velocity u0 and parameters AMn and BMn result from a physics-187

informed regularization procedure. Five physics-based constraints are taken into account188

in the regularization procedure: 1) conservation of mass within a mesh cell, 2) conser-189

vation of continuity in between cells, 3) coherence between cells (limiting spatial fluc-190

tuations of the Reynols-averaged flow), 4) consistency between cells (intra-cell partial191

derivatives should equal central differences across cells) and 5) kinematic boundary con-192

ditions (no flow through the bottom and surface). Using a machine-learning based ap-193

proach, the Reynolds-averaged velocity field retrieved from the ADCP radial velocity data194

is an optimal solution that satisfies those constraints as good as possible. We applied the195

method of Jongbloed et al. (2023) to solve the three-dimensional velocity vector (u, v, w)196
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and its first order derivatives in the (x, y, σ)-space, using the default set of penalty pa-197

rameters for the five physics based constraints (λ), i.e. [λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5] = [100, 100, 5, 5, 100]198

(Vermeulen & Jongbloed, 2023), implying that the relative importance of the coherence199

and consistency constraints is small compared to that of the other constraints.200

2.3.3 Quantifying vertical mixing201

Layer definition and mixing layer thickness202

All CTD casts were analyzed to define an upper and lower layer, separated by the
pycnocline. First, all conductivity data were converted to salinity, following the proce-
dure described above. Repeated casts (defined as subsequent casts with a maximum time
interval of 5 minutes) were combined and treated as a single cast. The data were filtered
to remove the upper 0.5 m of every cast to exclude erroneous data induced by air bub-
bles. No smoothing was applied. The pycnocline is defined as the height of the maxi-
mum vertical density gradient. To find the height of the pycnocline (zi) and the salin-
ity at the pycnocline (sz(i)), all obtained salinity profiles were described by a sigmoid func-
tion:

s(z) = sz(i)

(
1− tanh

(
z − zi
δz/2

))
+ smin (3)

where s(z) is salinity as a function of elevation above the bed, δz a measure of the mix-203

ing layer thickness and smin the offset of the function, defined as the minimum measured204

salinity. We fitted equation 3 to all salinity-depth casts to obtain the interface height,205

its corresponding salinity and the mixing layer thickness. The resulting profiles are pro-206

vided in figures A1 and A2.207

Internal shear208

Shear instability is known to be one of the primary mechanisms causing mixing of209

salt stratified flows (Geyer & Farmer, 1989), yet it remains hard to estimate shear from210

field data due to its sensitivity to the velocity gradient. The method of Jongbloed et al.211

(2023) allows for an accurate, yet smooth estimate of the velocity derivatives in all di-212

rections, which would otherwise be hardly visible from the raw data. Therefore, we use213

the velocity model described with equation 2 to quantify vertical shear.214

Richardson gradient number215

As a last proxy for interfacial mixing, we calculate the gradient Richardson num-
ber (following e.g. Richardson and Shaw (1920); Miles (1961)) which represents the ra-
tio of the stabilizing density gradient (if positive) and the de-stabilizing shear stress. The
gradient Richardson number is defined by:

Rig =
g

ρ0

∂ρ/∂z

∂2u/∂z2
(4)

It has been theoretically shown that a water column is vertically stable when Rig > 1/4.
When Rig falls below 1/4, shear instabilities initiate mixing (e.g. Miles (1961); Trow-
bridge (1992)). The local vertical density gradient is defined by the sigmoid function in
equation 3, which is interpolated between consecutive casts. A bulk version of the Richard-
son number is calculated as:

Rib =
g

ρ0

∆ρ/∆z

(∆u/∆z)2
(5)

with ∆ρ/∆z the top to bottom density difference over the internal mixing layer and (∆u/∆z)216

the average shear. The boundaries of the mixing layer are calculated following the pro-217

cedure described in section 2.3.3, with the upper and lower boundary equal to the py-218

cnocline height plus and minus the mixing layer half width (zmix,top = zi + δz/2 and219

zmix,bot = zi + δz/2).220
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Figure 3. The relation between acoustic backscatter and sampled SSC fits a simple power

law.

2.4 SSC from acoustic backscatter221

The ADCP echo intensity profiles were transformed into volume backscattering strength222

Sv using the sonar equation as proposed by Gostiaux and van Haren (2010). Ignoring223

the effect of sound attenuation due to sediment and assuming a vertically constant grain224

size, the volume backscatter strength is a function of the mass concentration of suspended225

particles M and a constant representing the scattering properties of the suspended par-226

ticles ks, which depends on the particle shape and size (Sassi et al., 2012). Next, the sus-227

pended mass concentration can be inferred from the volume backscatter strength using228

a simple power law fit. The assumption that scattering properties did not significantly229

change over time was supported by additional samples from which the particle size dis-230

tribution was determined. In all 15 samples collected during neap tide, the value of D50231

was consistently between 7.5 and 8.5 µm. The value of D50 during spring tide was only232

slightly larger, ranging between 8 and 10 µm. Applying the correction of Sassi et al. (2012)233

for sound attenuation from scatter by suspended sediment did not improve the calibra-234

tion result. Therefore, we adopted a simple power law to derive the suspended concen-235

tration SSC from the volume backscatter strength: SSC = 103(10αSv+β), with SSC236

the suspended sediment concentration in g/L and α and β calibration coefficients. Be-237

fore calibration, a filter was applied to remove outliers in the backscatter intensity as a238

result of air bubbles near the water surface. The power law coefficients were determined239

for the neap and spring tidal cycles separately. The calibration result of both tidal cy-240

cles is shown in figure 3.241

2.5 Calculation of residual sediment transport242

Apart from the instantaneous sediment flux, the residual flux is calculated over both
surveyed tidal cycles. Calculation of the residual flux is based on data measured along
the cross-sectional transect, as the cross-section covers the full channel width. The cross-
sectional residual sediment flux (Qs,residual) is calculated as the sum of the residual sed-
iment fluxes in the individual mesh cells, which equals for every individual cell:

Qs,residual =

∫ T

0

Qs(t) dt =

∫ T

0

Q(t) · SSC(t) dt (6)

with Q(t) the discharge and SSC(t) the suspended sediment concentration in a mesh243

cell as a function of time. The integral bounds cover a complete M2 tidal period. The244

hourly measured SSCs at the cross-section were interpolated using spline-fitting. Since245

the backscatter profiles do not extend to the region near the channel bed, sediment trans-246

port in the lower 1 m was obtained by extrapolation of the calculated flux in the lower247

3 m, assuming zero transport at the bed (no-slip condition).248
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Figure 4. Hourly along-channel velocity profiles during the neap (left panel) and spring tidal

surveys (right panel). Every profile is the spatial average along the longitudinal transect indi-

cated in figure 1. Markers along the velocity profile indicate the height of the pycnocline at the

downstream (west) side of the transect.

Figure 5. Result of the tidal fit for along-channel velocity component for the neap (orange)

and spring (blue) tidal surveys. All results are averaged over the longitudinal transect.

3 Results249

3.1 Mean flow and dynamics of the salt wedge250

The measured velocity profiles (Figure 4) clearly show the tidal duration asymme-251

try. During both neap tide and spring tide, the ebb-flow period lasts for 7-8 hours of the252

total M2-cycle, corresponding to the tidal duration asymmetry which is observed in the253

water level time series (figure 2). The velocity profiles of the neap tidal cycle indicate254

a decoupling between the upper freshwater layer and lower saline water layer, with cur-255

rents in the lower layer often flowing in opposite direction compared to the upper layer256

flow direction. Only during late ebb, this decoupling is less pronounced, although the257

velocity profile is strongly sheared in the vertical. The start of flood in the lower layer258

precedes flood in the upper layer with about 1 hour. As the flood flow evolves, the ve-259

locity maximum shifts from the bottom to mid-depth. This mid-depth velocity maxi-260

mum corresponds to the flood tidal advection of the salt-wedge into the channel (de Nijs261

& Pietrzak, 2012). Velocity profiles during the spring tidal cycle are more uniform, but262
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still show the mid-depth velocity maximum during flood and the strong vertical shear263

during the late ebb. The pycnocline height, defined as the height of the median salin-264

ity (zi in equation 3), moves vertically upward during flood and downward during ebb265

(Figure 4) as a result of the advection of the salt wedge. The elevation of the pycnocline266

above the bed is especially dynamic during spring tide, when it varies between -4 m+NAP267

around HW and approaches the bottom height during LWS, indicating well-mixed con-268

ditions. During neap tide, the pycnocline height varies between -6 and -12 m+NAP. Dur-269

ing both tidal cycles, the pycnocline height increases rapidly during flood due to the strong270

baroclinic forcing.271

The analysis described in section 2.5 yields the residual velocity and the amplitude272

and phase of each tidal component during the neap tidal cycle and spring tidal cycle.273

The resulting amplitudes of the along-channel velocity are presented in figure 5. The M2-274

component accounts for the major part of the streamwise flow variations. The M2-amplitude275

of the spring tidal cycle (ranging from 0.7 - 1.4 m/s) is on average 20% larger than the276

amplitude of the neap tidal cycle (ranging from 0.6 - 1.2 m/s). For both tidal cycles, the277

M2-amplitude is fairly constant along the upper half of the water column, but decreases278

rapidly with depth between mid-depth and the bottom. The top to bottom phase dif-279

ference can exceed 15◦ (0.5 hour), for the neap tidal cycle. The depth variation of the280

M4-overtide is similar to that of the M2-component, and its amplitude is smaller: rang-281

ing from 0.02 - 0.27 m/s for neap tide and from 0.2 - 0.68 m/s for spring tide. The M6-282

amplitude peaks at 0.25 m/s for both tidal cycles. The M6-amplitude peaks around -283

10 m (neap tide) and -8 m (spring tide). The clear presence of the M4- and M6-overtides284

indicate a strong asymmetry in tidal currents and mixing.285

The residual flow velocity reveals a typical gravitational circulation, with landward286

residual currents near the bed and seaward residual currents near the surface for both287

the neap and spring tidal cycles. The height of zero residual velocity is located lower for288

spring tide than for neap tide, indicating stronger mixed conditions during the spring289

tidal cycle. The residual currents near the surface (0 to 5 m below MSL) of the neap tidal290

cycle and spring tidal cycle are comparable. From 5 m-MSL and lower, the spring resid-291

ual velocity is larger than the neap residual velocity. As a result, the seaward residual292

current is stronger over the measured spring tidal cycle compared to the neap tidal cy-293

cle.294

3.2 Mixing asymmetry295

We quantify the degree of mixing based on the mixing layer thickness and the bulk296

Richardson number. The results of the salinity profile fitting procedure based on equa-297

tion 3 yields the pycnocline height with respect to the bottom height. A complete overview298

of the results, including all profile fits, can be found in figure A1 for neap tide and fig-299

ure A2 for spring tide. During neap tide, the internal mixing layer thickness is smallest300

in the period after HWS, corresponding to more stratified conditions. The mixing layer301

thickness increases during ebb until it reaches its maximum thickness around LW, which302

relates to the strong vertical shear around the pycnocline observed in figure 4. Notewor-303

thy is the sudden thickness increase at the Eastern location at t = HW+02 : 35h, fol-304

lowed by a thickness decrease. The mixing layer thickness at the Western measurement305

point shows the same widening and narrowing with a time-lag of half an hour compared306

to the measurement at the Eastern location. The celerity of this disturbance corresponds307

to the flow velocity at that time, indicating that the temporal widening is most likely308

caused by layer instability further upstream and advected seaward during the time of309

measuring.310

Results from de Nijs et al. (2011) show that barotropic advection is the main mech-311

anisms driving tidal displacement of the salt wedge, and that vertical mixing is limited312

throughout most of the tidal cycle. Our results confirm that the surface and bottom layer313
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Figure 6. Mixing during the neap tidal cycle. The upper panel shows the development of

the pycnocline and height interval where s = spyc ± 3 psu. The middle panel shows the vertical

shear squared (∂u2/∂2z) along and around the pycnocline. Values in the upper two panels are

the along-channel average. The vertical lines in the upper two panels indicate the time of the

along-channel transects shown in the lower two panels.

are largely decoupled during flood. Around HW, vertical shear along the pycnocline is314

limited, resulting in a stably stratified flow structure (figure 6 HW+00:49). However, we315

observe strongly sheared velocity profiles during maximum ebb and late ebb, resulting316

in diahaline mixing in this period and a decrease of the density gradient at the pycno-317

cline height (figure 6). As the ebb flow progresses, the pycnocline height decreases as a318

result of the retreating salt wedge, while at the same time, bottom-induced turbulence319

increases as a result of increasing near-bed currents. Around 4-5 hours after HW, ver-320

tical shear at the pycnocline is maximum and the vertical density gradient at the pyc-321

nocline starts to decrease (figure 6 HW+04:49). During the long LW-period, the pyc-322

nocline has lowered enough to interact with the bottom-induced shear layer, and the thick-323

ness of the mixing zone increases, indicating vertical mixing between the upper and lower324

layers.325

The internal mixing layer during the spring tidal cycle shows a similar pattern of326

thickness increase during ebb and thickness decrease during flood, but the degree of mix-327

ing varies more. Similar to neap tide, the mixing layer thickness is at its minimum be-328

tween maximum flood and maximum ebb (figures 7 and A2: t=HW+10:30 to HW+03:30 hours).329

Around maximum ebb (figure 7: t=HW+03:10 hours), bed shear increases which initial-330

izes vertical mixing through the pycnocline. Already at the start of LWS (around t=HW+05:10 hours),331

the water column destratifies, as saline water is pushed seaward and the mixing layer height332

decreases until it approaches the height of the bottom boundary layer (Dyer, 1991). The333

water column remains well-mixed during the long period around LW and the start of the334

flood. As the flood phase progresses, and the salt wedge is advected landward, the py-335
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Figure 7. Mixing during the spring tidal cycle. The upper panel shows the development of

the pycnocline and height interval where s = spyc ± 3 psu. The middle panel shows the vertical

shear squared (∂u2/∂2z) along and around the pycnocline. Values in the upper two panels are

the along-channel average. The vertical lines in the upper two panels indicate the time of the

along-channel transects shown in the lower two panels.
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Figure 8. Development of longitudinal transect-averaged bulk Richardson numbers during

neap tide and spring tide (upper panel) at the Western measuring location. Lower panel shows

the time-varying Richardson gradient number at the pycnocline height for neap tide and spring

tide, averaged over the longitudinal transect. Time is in hours since HW.

cnocline height increases and the water column again shows a strong stratification around336

the time of maximum flood (t=HW+10.30 hours).337

The temporal variation of the Richardson number (figure 8) supports the obser-338

vations of ebb-dominant mixing during either of the two tidal cycles subject to study.339

Both during the neap tidal cycle and during the spring tidal cycle, Rib-values are low-340

est towards the end of the ebb phase. This confirms that mixing is most intense during341

ebb. Both bulk (figure 8: panel A) and gradient Richardson numbers (figure 8: panel342

B) are relatively high. Rig-values at the pycnocline are never below 0.25. This suggests343

that mixing is caused by larger-scale instabilities.344

3.3 Time-varying transport of suspended sediment345

Figures 9 and 10 show the measured backscatter profiles converted to suspended346

sediment concentration (SSC) along the repeated longitudinal transect as a single time-347

series (measurements along separate transects are included in appendix Appendix B. Dur-348

ing the flood phase of the neap tidal cycle, suspended sediment is confined below the py-349

cnocline, which corresponds to the intensified stratification that develops during flood350

and persists until the beginning of the ebb phase in this period. As a result of confine-351

ment during flood, sediment import is restricted mostly to the bottom layer. In the early352

ebb phase (12:30 - 13:00), patches of elevated SSC levels are present in the upper layer,353

while at the same time SSCs in the bottom layer decrease as a result of decelerating flow354

velocity (figure 9). The top-layer SSC peaks seem to originate from outside the measure-355

ment area, and persist while being transported. The longer ebb phase is characterized356

by lower near-bed SSCs compared to flood, and higher top-layer SSCs compared to flood.357

This can be explained from the increase in vertical mixing as observed, and contributes358

to sediment export.359

Suspended sediment dynamics during the spring tidal cycle show a similar pattern,360

but in general concentrations are higher (figure 10). Similar to neap tide, patches of high361

SSC in the top layer are observed after HW (figure 10). High near-bed SSCs are observed362

both during maximum flood and maximum ebb, although SSCs are better mixed over363

the vertical during ebb tide. The latter agrees with the observed increase in mixing layer364
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Figure 9. Tidal currents and suspended sediment concentration (top panel) as measured dur-

ing the neap tidal cycle. Corresponding water levels are provided in the lower panel. An inset

shows the elevated SSC’s in the upper water layer at the start of the ebb phase.

thickness (figure 7 and salinity profiles in figure A2). Around t=HWS+05:00h, the mix-365

ing layer thickens, followed by a break-down of the salinity structure. As a result, sed-366

iment export takes place both in the bottom layer and in the surface layer during ebb,367

while sediment import is concentrated in the bottom layer during flood tide.368

3.4 Contribution of the bottom and surface layer369

Figures 11 and 12 show the time-varying sediment transport in top and bottom370

layers throughout the neap and spring tidal cycles respectively. Due to the combined ef-371

fects of gravitational circulation and sediment resuspension from the bed, import in the372

bottom layer exceeds import in the top layer at any time, even though flow velocity is373

usually higher in the top layer. During flood in both the neap and spring tide surveys,374

suspended sediment is mostly confined below the pycnocline, which explains low sedi-375

ment import across the top layer. During ebb, the stratified structure breaks down, al-376

lowing sediment to become distributed over the vertical. Hence, sediment export takes377

place in both the bottom and the surface layers. Instantaneous sediment import through378

the bottom layer is high in the New Waterway due to flood velocities in the bottom layer379

being higher than ebb velocities. Next to the asymmetry in tidal currents, however, there380

exists an asymmetry in tidal duration, with the ebb and LWS phases being considerably381

longer than the flood and HWS phase (∼8 hours and less than 5 hours respectively). Con-382

sequently, the period of seaward transport exceeds the period of landward transport.383

3.5 Effect of mixing384

Geyer and Ralston (2011) describe how the salinity structure collapses during the385

ebb phase: supercritical flow at the start of the ebb phase causes shear instabilities, lead-386

ing to mixing across the pycnocline and initializing the break-down of the salt wedge.387

As the ebb flow progresses and near-bottom currents increase, turbulence caused by bot-388

tom friction overwhelms the internal shear instabilities, causing the collapse of the salin-389

ity structure. Also in the New Waterway, diahaline mixing intensifies as ebb progresses,390

both during neap tide and spring tide. This is visible in the increasing mixing layer thick-391

ness (figures 6 and 7 as well as A1 and A2), and in decreasing Richardson gradient-numbers392

(figure ??). After the initial shear-induced mixing phase, seaward advection of the salt393
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Figure 10. Tidal currents and suspended sediment concentration (top panel) as measured

during the neap tidal cycle. Corresponding water levels are provided in the lower panel. Note the

different color scale compared to figure 9. An inset shows the elevated SSCs in the upper water

layer at the start of the ebb phase.

Figure 11. Spatially averaged sediment transport along the longitudinal transect throughout

the neap tidal cycle. The top layer and bottom layer are separated by the time-varying interface

height zi.

Figure 12. Spatially averaged sediment transport along the longitudinal transect throughout

the spring tidal cycle. The top layer and bottom layer are separated by the time-varying interface

height zi. Note the difference in scale with respect to figure 11.
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wedge has lowered the pycnocline such that diahaline mixing increases by virtue of bottom-394

generated shear. Both mixing by interfacial shear instability and by interaction with bottom-395

generated shear affect the sediment flux in favor of export. Initial shear instability across396

the density interface is likely to have caused the observed sediment patches in the up-397

per layer (figures 9 and 10). While sediment is still being imported in the bottom layer,398

shear instability is a likely cause of the diahaline flux of sediment-rich water from the399

bottom layer into the upper layer, where suspended sediment clouds are then advected400

seaward. This effect is also visible in figure 11 around t=HW+1:40h, when sediment ex-401

port by the upper layer exceeds sediment import by the lower layer. Even during spring402

tide around HW+1:30 (figure 10 or figure 12 around 18:30) sediment transport in the403

upper layer is relatively high. During the first hours of the ebb period, the observed shear404

is still very low around the pycnocline in the measuring area. This confirms observations405

by de Nijs et al. (2011), who reasoned that shear-induced mixing is mostly limited to the406

head of the salt wedge, which they attributed to the larger baroclinic gradients at the407

head. This shear-induced mixing thus occurs upstream of our survey area, after which408

sediment-rich water is advected downstream. In this process, the stratified structure in409

our measuring area remains largely intact.410

As the ebb progresses, the salt wedge retreats and the position of the pycnocline411

lowers until the region of interfacial shear overlaps with the bottom boundary layer. Di-412

ahaline mixing then intensifies by the increasing effect of bottom-generated turbulence.413

As a result, SSCs are mixed higher into the water column. The effect on suspended sed-414

iment transport becomes clear in Figures 11 and 12. During the flood period in the spring415

and neap tidal cycles, sediment transport in the bottom layer exceeds that in the sur-416

face layer by far. In contrast, sediment transport in both layers have the same order of417

magnitude during the ebb, due to vertical mixing and the high ebb currents in the up-418

per layer. The residual seaward flux of sediment is thus the result of ebb-dominant tidal419

mixing. This agrees with the findings of Scully and Friedrichs (2003), who found that420

a residual sediment import in the York River Estuary was partly due to enhanced tidal421

mixing during the flood period. While the initial shear instabilities and the resulting sus-422

pended sediment patches observed in the top layer insignificantly contribute to the resid-423

ual export, strong mixing during ebb does substantially increase suspended sediment ex-424

port. Ebb-dominant mixing in combination with a long ebb duration here leads to a dom-425

inant ebb flux of sediment.426

3.6 Residual transport of suspended sediment427

The resulting fluxes along the cross-section are shown in figure 13. The effect of428

gravitational circulation on sediment transport is significant in both cycles, with net im-429

port in the bottom layer and net export in the surface layer. The residual flux is directed430

seaward in both spring and neap tidal cycles, i.e. there is a net export of suspended sed-431

iment. The total export over the spring tidal cycle is 4.3·106 kg; the total export over432

the neap cycle amounts 1.6 · 106 kg.433

4 Discussion434

4.1 Ebb-mixing and residual sediment transport in estuaries435

Festa and Hansen (1978) were among the first to systematically demonstrate that436

an increasing estuarine circulation increases trapping of marine sediment. Dronkers (1986)437

further describes the effect of tidal asymmetry on the residual sediment flux which Guo438

et al. (2014) confirm with a systematic model study: flood dominance increases landward439

sediment transport, whereas ebb dominance favors seaward residual transport due to the440

non-linear dependency of sediment transport to velocity. Other systems where a resid-441

ual landward sediment transport is attributed to (amongst others) flood tidal dominance442

include the Gironde estuary (Allen et al., 1980), Ems estuary (Chernetsky et al., 2010)443
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Figure 13. Width- and depth-varying residual sediment transport during neap tide (A) and

spring tide (B) at the western transect. Transport at the southern edge (cross-sectional distance

between 165 and 190 m) was neglected due to limited data availability. Note that colour scales

differ between panel A and panel B.

and parts of the Western Scheldt (Wang et al., 2002). These systems can all be classi-444

fied as partially mixed or well-mixed in the estuarine classification system proposed by445

Geyer and MacCready (2014). The York river estuary (Scully & Friedrichs, 2003) can446

also be classified as partially mixed. Our results from the New Waterway illustrate that447

in salt-wedge systems, the controls on residual sediment transport are different.448

A time-dependent salt wedge estuary is strongly forced by both tides and fresh-449

water flow. As a result, intratidal variations in salinity structure are the result of the large450

tidal excursion length rather than of tidal mixing during flood. The suppression of tidal451

mixing leads to high vertical shears in salt-wedge estuaries, especially when tidal cur-452

rents are strong. Vertical shears during flood can be limited, due to maximum flood ve-453

locities being located at mid-depth near the pycnocline. At maximum ebb in the New454

Waterway, when upper layer velocities are reinforced by the ebb tidal forcing and lower455

layer velocities are near zero due to the strong baroclinic pressure, vertical shear over456

the pycnocline reaches its maximum. The same was observed in the Fraser estuary (Geyer457

& Farmer, 1989), Amazon river mouth (Geyer, 1995) and Merrimack estuary (Geyer et458

al., 2008), which were all classified as time-dependent salt-wedge systems by Geyer and459

MacCready (2014). Ralston et al. (2010) emphasizes the additional role of bottom fric-460

tion as a driver of vertical mixing in the Merrimack estuary as the salt wedge retreats461

and lowers to interact with the bottom boundary layer during late ebb. Ebb-dominant462

mixing is thus particularly prominent in salt-wedge and highly stratified estuaries, with463

both a strong freshwater inflow and strong tidal forcing. While the maximum sediment464

transport rate in the flood direction exceeds the maximum transport rate in the ebb di-465

rection, the long ebb phase of the surface layer in particular results in a tidally averaged466

seaward transport. The asymmetry in tidal mixing contributes to sediment export by467

increasing the vertical suspension height of sediment during ebb. We infer that the ob-468

served asymmetry in mixing and asymmetry in tidal duration are the main drivers of469

the seaward residual flux.470

One requirement for a time-dependent salt wedge is thus a freshwater inflow which471

is strong enough to compensate for tidal mixing. The upstream river discharge enter-472
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ing the Rhine-Meuse Estuary fluctuates within a year, ranging from discharges two times473

lower to two to three times higher than the average conditions. At the time of our mea-474

surements, river discharge was near average. As stated by Guo et al. (2014), a higher475

river discharge can increase the ebb transport capacity of an estuary. Also, the upstream476

sediment supply may increase. However, a higher river discharge also impacts the de-477

gree of mixing, enhancing vertical stability (Geyer & MacCready, 2014). The net effect478

of a varying river discharge may be a delicate balance between those factors.479

4.2 Residual sediment transport in the New Waterway480

Both the neap tidal cycle and the spring tidal cycle show a net export of sediment.481

This is different from what could be expected from the increasing dredging volumes in482

the Rhine-Meuse estuary (Cox et al., 2021), and previous sediment budget studies of the483

area. Both Cox et al. (2021) (based on Becker (2015), Snippen et al. (2005) and van Dreumel484

(1995)) and Frings et al. (2019) suggest a long-term averaged marine import of both silt485

(=< 0.63 µm) and sand (> 0.64 µm). The derived fluxes from both studies are uncer-486

tain as they rely on indirect measurements. The residual flux derived in this study cov-487

ers only sediment which is transported in suspension, and includes mostly silt and fine488

sand (< 0.5 mm). Cox et al. (2021) found an annual import of marine silt of 1.83 Mt.489

The residual cross-sectional sediment flux found in this study is equivalent to -1.12 Mt490

per year (neap tide) or -3.03 Mt per year (spring tide). The disparity between these two491

observed cycles underscores the substantial temporal variability of the residual flux, with492

a 2.7-fold difference between spring and neap tides, despite consistent river discharge and493

moderately varying wind conditions during the measuring days. A short period of strong494

wind occurred 4 days prior to the measured spring cycle with maximum wind speeds of495

≈19 m/s, resulting in ≈ 1 m setup. This may have affected the upstream sediment avail-496

ability, as the magnitude and direction of the sediment flux is affected by temporally fluc-497

tuating flow and weather conditions. Verlaan and Spanhoff (2000) concluded that the498

import of marine sediment is mostly governed by (storm) events with a frequency of sev-499

eral times per year. Our results also show the impact of geometrical features, as the stream-500

wise spatial variation of the instantaneous sediment flux in the New Waterway is signif-501

icant. In the longitudinal transects, the effect of narrowing is clearly visible in elevated502

SSCs during periods of strong flow (figures B1 and B2), which can be attributed to in-503

creased resuspension as a result of locally increased flow velocity. Also, the channel bend504

downstream of our measuring area results in lateral variation of residual sediment trans-505

port. A helical flow structure is visible in the residual transport profile along the cross-506

section (figure 13). This effect is most pronounced in the spring residual profile, due to507

the higher flow velocities. Since the residual sediment transport is the result of a del-508

icate balance between estuarine circulation, tidal asymmetry and internal asymmetry,509

and is affected by temporally varying flow and weather conditions, the calculated resid-510

ual transport values (section 3.6) cannot readily be used to estimate the yearly sediment511

flux.512

4.3 Implications for estuarine development513

Mixing asymmetry is thus an important factor determining residual sediment trans-514

port in estuaries (Scully & Friedrichs, 2003). Flood-dominant mixing favours sediment515

import, whereas ebb-dominant mixing favours sediment export. There are two distinct516

mechanisms which increase vertical mixing during flood (Jay & Musiak, 1996). First, tidal517

straining intensifies density stratification during ebb. With the velocity maximum located518

in the upper half of the water column, fresh water is advected over the slower moving519

saline water near the bottom. During flood, the process is reversed, and the homogene-520

neous vertical density profile is restored (Simpson et al., 1990). Even in the absence of521

initial vertical mixing, tidal straining increases vertical stability during ebb, and vice versa,522

during flood. Second, in case of a freshwater outflow, baroclinic and barotropic forces523
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work in the same direction during ebb, while they act in opposite direction during flood.524

This results in a layer of increased shear at the pycnocline, favouring mixing during flood.525

In the New Waterway, the flood velocity vertical maximum coincides with the height of526

the pycnocline, reducing the shear and local turbulence production at the pycnocline.527

During the long ebb period, the pycnocline lowers, allowing bottom-generated turbulence528

to break up the vertical density structure.529

Similar cases of ebb-dominant mixing were found for the Merrimack River (Ralston530

et al., 2010) and the Fraser River Estuary (Geyer & Farmer, 1989). In both cases, the531

increased mixing during ebb was attributed to a decreasing pycnocline height, leading532

to interaction with the turbulent bottom boundary layer. The current trend of fairway533

deepening in deltas worldwide may result in more stratified systems, as the relative strength534

of tidal mixing decreases (Geyer & MacCready, 2014). Additionally, in systems with a535

strong tidal forcing, gravitational circulation may strengthen as a result of deepening,536

leading to more import of marine sediment.537

4.4 Implications for modelling of estuarine sediment transport538

Our study highlights the impact of vertical mixing on residual sediment transport.539

While the role of vertical mixing is small compared to the classical mechanisms explain-540

ing sediment import (gravitational circulation and flood dominance (Burchard et al., 2018))541

and sediment export (river discharge and ebb dominance (Guo et al., 2014)), we show542

here that asymmetric mixing can significantly contribute to a residual sediment flux that543

is opposite to what may be expected based on the main indicators. This implies that depth-544

averaged estuarine models such as deployed by Guo et al. (2014) are of limited applica-545

bility for time-dependent salt wedge systems.546

5 Conclusions547

Based on field data, we investigated the main drivers of residual sediment trans-548

port in a channelized time-dependent salt wedge estuary. We found that the residual flux549

is directed landward, despite a strong near-bed flood-dominance. We find that the long550

ebb period which is associated with flood dominance results in a seaward residual sed-551

iment flux. Two mixing mechanisms explain this: 1) Initial entrainment of sediment-rich552

marine water into the seaward flowing fresh water layer likely due to shear instabilities553

over the pycnocline and 2) a larger resuspension height during the ebb phase, associated554

with a higher degree of mixing. The first mechanism only has a minor impact on the to-555

tal residual flux. The latter mechanism (ebb-dominant mixing), is characteristic for time-556

dependent salt wedge estuaries around the world, and favours a seaward residual sed-557

iment flux. We thus conclude that, while the residual sediment flux is traditionally as-558

sumed to be governed by gravitational circulation and barotropic asymmetry, internal559

asymmetry has an additional impact on the residual sediment flux that cannot be ne-560

glected in time-dependent salt wedges.561

Data availability statement562
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cepted (data.4tu.nl; link will be made available upon publication). We processed the data564

using matlab. All scripts to process the field data and create the figures will be uploaded565

into the repository. For processing the raw ADCP-data, the ”adcptools”-toolbox was used,566

which is publicly available at Github (github.com/bartverm/adcptools). All meteoro-567

logical and water level data used in this study were publicly available from Rijkswater-568
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Figure A1. Vertical salinity profiles resulting from the CTD-casts (blue points) and the fitted

sigmoid-profile (black line) during the neap tidal cycle. The shaded area indicated the location

and thickness of the mixing layer. Title indicates the time in hours relative to HWS.
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Figure A2. Vertical salinity profiles resulting from the CTD-casts (blue points) and the fitted

sigmoid-profile (black line) during the spring tidal cycle. The shaded area indicated the location

and thickness of the mixing layer. Title indicates the time in hours relative to HWS.
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Figure B1. Sediment concentration inferred from acoustic backscatter and along-channel

currents measured along the longitudinal transect during neap tide.
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Figure B2. Sediment concentration inferred from acoustic backscatter and along-channel

currents measured along the longitudinal transect during spring tide.
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